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FcIWORD

The a&ent of a rough stratgic and theater nucear parity and the
continued buildup of Warsaw Pact conventional capabilities have
resulted In new perceptions concerning the balance of arrn in central
Europe. This memorandum considers two schools of thought which
have gained prominence in their attempts to forge a more credible
defense posture for NATO: those who support a conventional-emphasis
strategy; and those who contend that a policy which emphasizes the
early use of nuclear weaprns can provide the only sound basis for
credible deterrence and effective defense in Western Europe. The
author concludes that only through the development of force postures
which provide NATO with both an effective conventional deterrent and
defense against conventional aggression, and an effective theater nuclear
deterrent and defense as a counter to nuclear aggression, can the West
hope to ameliorate the psychological effect of Soviet conventional and
nuclear forces which threaten the undermining of the North Atlantic
Alliance.

The Military Issues Research Memoranda program of the Strategic
Studies Institute, US Army War College, provides a means for timely
dissemination of analytical papers which are not necessarily constrained
by format or conformity with institutional policy. These memoranda
are prepared on subjects of current importance in areas related to the
author's professional work or interests.

This memorandum was prepared as a ccntribution to the field of
national security research and study. As such, it does not reflect the
official view of the College, the Department of the Army, or the
Department of Defense.

DeWITT C. SMITH, JR.
Major General, USA
Commandant
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NAfO DEFENSE POSTURE IN AN ENVIRONMENT
OF STRATEGIC PARITY AND PRECISION WEAPONRY

Since World Wa, II the principal focus of Western European defense
policies has centered on efforts designed to offset the preponderance of
Soviet conventional railitary power. To this end, Western technological

superiority has been enlisted to effect a balance of arms sufficient to
srve as a couiter to the threat posed by the numerically superior
Soviet conventioaal forces.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE POSTWAR BALANCE

mmediately following World War II, Western Europe was

confronted with some 200 Soviet divisions. With only a dozen or so
scattered and understrength divisions, Wcstern European states were
concerned that the vastly superior Soviet forces would prove to be a
useful psychological tool in effecting political infiltration, subversion,
and an ultimate takeover of Western Europe.

In response to the Soviet threat, Western states joined in signing the
North Atlantic Treaty. The Alliance was not generally envisaged as a
means of redressing the immediate conventional military imbalance on
the continent, but rather as a means of bolstering Western European
resolve by committing America's technological superiority and military



potential to the defense of Europe.1 Western Europeans believed that
US nuclear superiority would serv as a inal arbiter of the military
balance on the continent, and hence, they viewed It as a valuable
deterrent to Soviet aggression. Under such a protective umbrella,
Western Europe would be freed from the psychological constraints
imposed by Russia's huge army and would be able to pursue the
economic recovery necet sary for its long-term stability.

The explcsion of an atomic device by the Soviet Union in late 4949
did little to change Western faith in the deterrent value of US strategic
weapons. Many Western leaders who were concerned over the Soviet
achievement simply concluded that for deterrence to be effective the
United States had to maintain its nuclear superiority. 2 Following the
outbreak of the Korean War, however, new perceptions of the Soviet
threat and Western countercapabilities began to emerge. Western
statesmen began to question two basic assumptions upon which the
foundation of European security had come to rest: (1) the Soviet
Union had no desire to pursue her designs on Western Europe by
engaging North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces in direct
combat; and, (2) even if the first assumption was in error, America's
nuclear weaponry was sufficient to deter the USSR from initiating
overt military aggression. President Truman underscored such concerns
by declaring, "The attack in Korea makes it plain beyond all doubt that
comriuwmn has passed beyond the use of subversion to conquer
independent nations and will now use armed invasion and war." 3

Confronted with the possibility of renewed Soviet m'w tary
adventurism in Western Europe, a number of Western defense analysts
began to reason that Soviet possession of nuclear weapons might serve
to deter America's punitive use of such weapons except in response to a
nuclear assault upon the United States or, possibly, nuclear strikes
against US Allies. If such was the case, the security against conventional
attack provided by America's strategic nuclear guaranty had clearly
depreciated.

In response to the newly perceived threat to Western Europe, NATO
undertook its first serious attempt to cxeate the forces necessary to
bring balance to the European conventional equation.4 However,
despite considerable progress in improving NATO's conventional
capability, it was becoming evident by mid-1953 that the Alliance was
either unwilling or unable to meet the torce goals set earlier at Lisbon
and that a serious imbalance would remain between Soviet and NATO
conventional capabilities.
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Once again, technology offered a means of insuring a favorable
balance of arms in Europe. In 1949, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff General Omar Bradley had proposed that the United States begin
developing tactical nuclear weapons (TNW's) to offset Soviet
conventional capabilities. By 1953 the United States had successfully
tested low-yield, battlefield nuclear devices. Later that same year,
President Eisenhower authorized the deployment of TNW's to Europe.
Conventional forces were to serve primarily as a "tripwire" which
would clearly define an aggression in order to justify a nuclear response.
At a time when the Soviet Union possessed neither TNW's nor a
credible strategic second-strike capability, the deployment of TNW's to

Europe appeared to offer t strong deterrent tc Soviet aggression.
By the early 1960's, however, Western statesmen began questioning

anew the assumption that America's nuclear wcaponry was sufficient to
deter Soviet conventional aggression. Soviet advinces in medium range
and intermediate range ballistic missiles (MR, IRBM's), the launching of
two earth satellites, Russian successes witn intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBM's), and the availability of TNW's to Soviet ground forces
seemed to serve notice that a NATO first use of TNW's might be met by
a Soviet response in kind. Hence, the utility of a defense based on an
almost spasmodic nuclear response to a major Warsaw Pact aggres.94on
was called into question, and new attempts to forge an effective
deterrent to conventional aggression were undertaken.

In 1967 NA7O officially adopted the strategy of "flexible
response," which was designed to meet, with like force, the full range
of possible Soviet/Warsaw Pact military threats. Europeaias, however,
were unenthusiastic in their support for this new doctrine. They
continued to show the familiar marked disinclination to produce the
type and numbers of conventional forces that appeared necessary to
stop a determined nonnuclear attack. Ranier, they preferred to rely on
the numerical and technological supeiority of the US nuclear arsenal in
order to bring balance to the European military equation. After all,

Western statesmen cou1l reason that prudent Soviet planners
contemplating an %-,dult on V% em Europe, if confronted with a
policy which :oupled European defense to the superior American
tactical anu strategic nuclear forces, would be effectively deterztd from
an aggression that might reach a level at whAh. t c Svicts were at a
clear disadvantage.

STRATEGIC PARITY AND THE BALANCE OF ARMS
With the advent of a strategic nuclear parity between the
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superpowers, new perceptions concerning the balance of arms have
begun to emerge. The nuclear weapons of the United States continue to
remain technologically superior to those of the Sn, det Union. However,
in an age where each superpower is considered to have sufficient
nuclear forces to sustain a nuclear first strike and then issue a
devastating retaliatory response, the threat of escalation to general
nuclear war appears to be a less credible basis for NATO's detefrent and
defense policies than when the United States had an overwhelming
supL. lority. The current stalemate based on mu'ual strategic
vuhie,ability has reduced the perceived likelihood that the great no'evs
would ty. willing to trade Washington or Moscow for Paris or Prague
and has left many West Europeans with uncertainties concerning the
level of military activity whizh might be tolerated by the superpowers
in Europe beforc the exchange of central systems. Some Western
a .ysts have reasoned: If the United States and USSR are mutually
deterred at the strategic nuclear level, then no credible deterrent exists
at the conventional level short of threatening suicide for Western
Europe through theater nuclear warfare. Such a situation is clearly
unacceptable to Western Europeans, who continue to seek defense
policies that will serve to deter all levels of Soviet aggression.

One might expect that under such circumstances the Western states
would finally embark on the forging of conventional forces sufficient to
deter a Soviet nonnuclear thrust. However, nuclear parity has been
accompanied by the politics of detente. Hence., while perceptions
concerning the credibility of NATO's defense posture have been altered
as a result of a new balance of arms stemming from a "rough strategic
parity" between the United States and the USSR, perceptions of the
Soviet threat to Western Europe have become blurred. The puisuit of
detente by the USSR on the diplomatic front has suggested a relaxation
of tensions and the creation of an environment in which opposing
military forces can be stabilized or even reduced. Such an environment
complicates tive political problem of allocating reso'irces for military
forces sufficient to counter Soviet coaventional capabilities. Most
nations of Western Europe, still reeling froij a crisis in energy and
economics and confronted with multiple competing demands in the
domestic sectors of their economies, are loath to conrsider matching the
conventional armaments of the Warsaw Pact on a one for one basis.
Nevertheless, the continued qualitative and quantitative buildup of Pact
forces has not gone unnoticed. Soviet advances in mobility and
firepower, improvements in logistical support and in command and
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control effectiveae, and % i sown &ad armments have
raied questions conmng Sviet ltst 5 Henc . today while there is
little fear of a musiv Soviet Aon of Weser rope, the potential
for such an 8mult remahvm, and with it memain the vexing political
problem of forging defene policies and forces aifficlet to offbet the
political and potential military effects of Soviet conventional force
capabilities.

Once again, a in e pas one of the central questions confronting
the Alliance is whether the Wesern defense posture can be improved so
that it will continue to be per. ved by West and Eat wike as a crdible
deterrent to and, failing Uhat, &n effective defens, %gainst nonnuclear
aggression, thereby preservng for the Western Eur, ns the rht to
make policy decisions free from any compelling exter.a. coercion. To
this end armament technologies of the lat decade and their
applications in both the latter stages of the Vetnam conflict and the
October 1973 Arab-Israel War have captured the imagination of
defense analysts and have fired a new optimism concerning the
potential for a successful defense of Western Europe.

Whil proposals concerning adjustments to NATO defense posture
are as varied as its s'dents are numerous, in recent years two schools of
thought have gained prominence in their attempts to forge a more
credible and effective NATO defense policy in an environment
characterized by nuclear parity, detente, 2nd the continued buildup of
Warsaw Pact conventional forces. While dtere have been significant
differences within these schools of woueit concerning means and
methods of achieving their objectives, broadly ;peaklng, one school of
thought contends that a conventional-eimphasis strategy is not only
feasible, but also desirable while the ofther holds that only a policy
which emphasizes the early use of nuclear weapons can provide a sound
basis for a credible deterrence and a feasible defense against a
determined Soviet conventional assault on Western Europe. Both
schools have their analytical roots well anchored in recent technological

-' advances. They both contend that, given the current European political,
economic, and military environment, the coherent exploitation by
NATO of technological advances of the past few years is logical and
imperative. However, they differ on how these new technologies should
be applied, and hence, their solutions have diverging implication for
NATO defense posture.

CON VEN ,)N AL-EMPHASIS CONCEPT

Advocates of a conventional -emphasis concept for the defense of



NATO genally can be categorized a nuclear pessmit and
conventional optimists who focus their attention on conventional
precison-guided munitions (PGM's) and force restructuring. They view
Soviet/Wamw Pact conventional forces as the principal threat to West
European security, and, in general, question the battlefield utility of
TNW's and/or presurne that any use of such weapons would lead
rapidly to an unccuitrolable escalation with risks disproportionate to
potential ains. They contend that only a rtiatively small nuclear
capability is required in order to preserve an element of uncertainty as
to NATO's intentions. Emphasizing concern over the prospect of a
nuclear exchange in Western Etuope, a noted analyst contend. that a
"tactical nuclear defense of Europe would lead to its destruction." 6

Speaking about tI need for TNW's in Europe, Paul C. Warnke, former
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, has
noted that, "The detcrrent purpose of tactical weapons could
abundantly be served by the maintenaance of a few hundred at most."7

Voicing a similar position concerning European theater requirements
for TNW's, Alain C. Enthoven, former Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Systems Analysis declared, ".... that all the useful purposes can be
adequately served by 1,000 tactical nuclear weapons...'8

Proponents of this concept are convinced that NATO forces have the
potential for the successful defense of Europe. Many contend that the
technological improvements which have nsulted in a host of
precision-guided or so-called "smart" munitions, if coupled with proper
employment policies and approlriate force structures, not only would
be capable of a successful defense of Western Europe against a
conventional assault without resort to nuclear weaponry, but also
would serve a., an effective deterrent. 9

Writing at a time when PGM was in its embryonic state, Enthoven
gave impetu3 to the conventional-emphasis school by noting that a
"satisfactory NATO conventional capability is feasible" and that
"without effective nonnuclear forces, NATO would be politically weak
in a crisis." 10

Both Enthoven and Warnke reaffirmed the need for strong
conventional forces in Europe in their testimony before Congress in
March 1974. Wamke noted, "that ' ATO is indeed capable of mounting
a conventional defense that would deflect even a large-scale Soviet
attack," and urged that NATO acquire "stocks an! rtinfor_-.ments that
would permit the pursuance of a strong cot~venticaa& defense for
whatever period is necessary to convince the Soviets that their
aggression is futile." II
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The impetus given the conventional-emphasis proponents by
Enthoven, Wanke, and other notables, moreover, has received a
dramatic revitalization as a result of analyses of the role PGM's played
in the latter stges of the Vietnam conflict and during the 1973
Arab-Israeli War. In May 1972 the Tranh Hoa bridge in North Vietnam
was destroyed without the Io 4 of a single plane. In a few minutes, US
aircraft equipped with precinon-gulded "suart" bombs were able to
accomplish what fcr years hundreds of pilots had been unable to do
with stanoaid conventional munitions. Subsequently, a few aircraft
were able to destroy the Paul Doumler bridge war Hanoi without the
Ion of a plane. In 1967 it had taken numerous sorties and the loss of
cost aircraft to accomplish the same objective. 1 2

The Arab-Israeli conflict of 1973 further emphasized the value of
PGM's. Israeli losses to antitank and antiaircraft precision-guided
munitions awakened the world to a new dimension of conventional
warfare. Speaking about the potential afforded by advances in weapons
technology, Dr. Malcom Currie, Director of Defense Research andEngineering, has said that the new technological developments heve
"broight us to the threshold of what I believe will become a true
revolution in warfare ... One precision munition can do the work of
hundreds of rounds of bombs ... This apability will make unnecessary
repeated attacks on a target ... and thereby reduce loss of life and
equipmetit." 

13

However, a number of those who contend that a conventional
defense for NATO is feasible have suggested that only through the
adoption of appropriate deployment/employment policies and force
structures can a defense based on modem precision-guided weapons be
optimized. 14 To such ends, Steven Canby has suggested NATO could
almost triple its number of division equivalents through
restructuring. 15 Conventional forces could be reorganized into small
(company size) combat groupings, equipped and supported by
conventional precision-guided weapons, and deployed in depth in a
checkerboard defense pattei. Attacking armor would be embedded in
a defensive grid, so as to stop its forward movement, weaken it and
create the opportunity for counterattack.1 6 The large number of small
strong-points would also di.courage the enemy from using nuclear
weapons because profitable targets would not be presented.

While proponents of this concept have stimulated serious thought
within the US and NATO defense communities, its opponents have
listed a number of disadvantages. First, cost-US Allies in Europe can be
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expected to object to the enormous cost of procuring large numbers of
conventional armameiu including large quantities of PGM's required
for an effective conventional defense. Second, depth-without France,
NATO may not posm sufficient depth for executing the concept; lines
of communication (LOC's) might be cut, resupply intpeded, and any
counteroffensive, designed to eject Warsaw Pact forces, impossible.
Third, the resuucturing of forces-small company size units equipped
with light antitank weapons may be effective against the historic
conception of a tank army blitzkrieg, but are inappropriate for defense
against a modern combined arms team which is more typically
characteristic cf Soviet motorized rifle divisions and tank armies.
Finally, the prime objections which are often overshadowed by the
others-a prolonged conventional defense might devastate Western
Europe while, at the same time, removal of most of the US TNW's from
Europe might reduce the deterrence 3ganst a Soviet nuclear assault on
Western Europe.

As one observer has suggested, perhaps the greatest weaknes* of
removing TNW from Europe "... is that it ignores the tremendous
political significance of deployed US TNW to our European allies."17
Adoption of the conventional-emphasis concept might serve to increase
European suspicions of the decoupling of US strategic forces from
European defense and reinforce anxieties and frustrations caused by a
perceived inability to forge credible deterrent policies in the face of
continued Warsaw Pact conventional force buildups.

NUCLEAR-EMPHASIS CONCEPT

Proponents of a nuclear-emphasis defense t 8 for NATO generally
presume that NATO would inevitably lose a conventional war and
conclude "that Warsaw Pact forces must be stopped very close te their
starting lines if they are to be stopped at all." 19 To this end
technological advances of the last decade are viewed zs a means of
enhancing the deterrent and defense L t:ty of theater nuclear weapons
rather than as a means of enhancing the conventional defense.
Advocates of a ".uclear-emphasis concept .ontend that through the
miniaturization and modernization of NATO nuclear weapons to
incorporate the latest tailored effects and precision guidance
technologies, the current tactical nuclear capability "which has little or
no real deterrent value beyond that attributed to the uncertaity of its
use," 2 0 and which is unusable if deterrence fails,2 1 could be replaced
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by TNW'& that offer the prospect of providing a credible deterrent and
an erfective defense.

Speaking of the utility of precision-guided weapons systems, General
Graf von Kielmansegg, formerly Commander-in-Chief of Allied Forces
Central Europe, observed that "The greatest advantage of these
weapons probably lies in their effects when used as a vehicle for very
small nuclear warheads." 2 2 Underscoring this view, Colin Gray
contends that "Fashionable views nothwithstanding, there are no great
conventional equalizers that are at all likely greatly to improve the local
military balance in Europe." 23 Like General Kielmansegg, Gray
concludes that the real value of precision guidance technologies "lies in
the potential for vastly improving the accuracy with which low-yield
tactical nuclear weapons can be delivered." 24 In a 1973 aiucle W. S.
Bennett, et. aL. hypothesized that "deterrence is a function-possibly
some product-of how an adversary views thfe military potential of your
force and your willingness to use that force." 25 Furthermore, they
maintained that the nature of the NATO nuclear stockpile,
characterized by high-yield, indiscriminate weapons, undermines the
ciedibihty of its use. The employment of such weapons would result in
such a high level of collateral damage that a "US President would
encounter great reluctance, and therefore great difficulty, in releasing
defensive nuc!ear forces in NATO.. "26 Hence, they concluded that
NATO's current nuclear forces fail to provide a credible deterrer.t and
are inadequate. for an effective defense. To remedy the situation they
proposed a defense strategy which would call for the immediate
engagement of an attacker with low-yield nuclear weapons for all but
the most trivial incusions. 2 7 Such a policy is seen as a means of
improving deterrence by confronting the Soviets with a nuc!eal
defensive force which is capable of stopping the Soviets before they
become irreversibly committed as a result of either having secured a
significant part of NATO territory or having suffered nuclear retaliation
of such -, magnitude that they feel compelled to escalate. 2 8 Moreover,
such a defense would be credible since collzteral damage would be
miniimize1.

In one sense, such a concept is an attempt to devise a more perfect
deterrent-a clear statement that conventional aggression would
inevitably lead to a crossing of the nuclear threshold and all the
uncertainties such an action might entail. In another sense, it is a return
to the "tripwire" philosophy of the 1950's. however, instead of
proposing a massive retaliation against the homeland of the Soviet
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Union, the nuclear-emphasli concept would have NATO's tactical
nuclear forces use lap number of highly accurate low-yield TNW's
and atomic demolition munitions (ADM's) very early in the conflict to
destroy leading formations at or near the international border.
Moreover, as one author has suggested, the adoption of such a concept
not only would reduce the prospect of a successful Soviet nonnuclear
thrust in pursuit of terrltrrial or political gain, but also would provide a
functional, superior equivalent to the conventional pause currently
envisaged. 29 As Colin Gray has noted:

Observing the ailhlation of their leading formations very close to their
starting lues, Soviet leaders would ba able to reconsider the wisdom of
their actions. However, unlike the mre plausible conventional scenarios,
the Soviet Union would not be rethinking in a context characterized by
substantial gains of West Germany terriory.30

Opponents of this proposal note several disadvantages. First, the
coiicept would require that the United States and its Allies relinquish a
larle measure of the political coe'trol they now exercise over their
thevter nuclear weapons in order to permit an immediate,
near .automatic, nuclear response to aggression. Secondly, some Allies
woull view the concept as a new strategy which completely dew.< uples
the defense of Europe from US central nuclear systems and as an
attempt to provide the superpowers with sanctuary status during a
nuclear war in Europe. Third, even if the nuclear-emphasis concept
were politically acceptable, military feasibility would depend on
cooperalon from the enemy. The concept assumes that Warsaw Pact
forces w, uld ignore or dismiss the threat of NATO's very early use of
tactical t uclear weapons and would attack using only conventionrl
weapons. Fourth, a concept which proposes an automatic early release
tails to tske into consideration conflicts which might result through
accident or miscalculation and without the full sanction of Soviet
authorities. To initiate the use of large numbers of low-yield nuclear
weapons might invite a continuation rather than an early termination of
the conflict. Finally, Europeans are likely to be tneasy over any
defense concept that insures the prospect of a nucler conflict in
Europe should deterrence fail.

BALANCED ALTERNATIVE: A MORE FLEXIBLE RESPONSE

Dr. Morton Halperin once remarked that the NATO doctrine is one
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In which "we will fight with conventional forcet until we are losing,
then we will fight with tactical nuclear weapons until we are losing and
then we will blow up the world." 3 1 This statement reflects a concern
for the shortcomings of both the conventional and nuclear force
postures in an environment of strategic nuclear parity. Proponents of
the conventional-emphasis concept seek to rectify the current
conventional imbalance-adding a flexiblity to NATO conventional
response options heretofore unavailable. However, they would do so at
the expese of NATO's tactical nuclear capabilities which they would
draw down, in some cases, to a few hundred or perhaps a thousand
weapons. The resultant posture would have an unfavorable impact on
the theater nuclear balance and, in an era of strategic nuclear parity,
might exacerbate European fears u a nuclear war in Europe and, in
time of conflict, encourage the Soviet Union to escalate hostilities to
the theater nuclear level, thereby forcing the United States to choose
between theater nuclear defeat and a strategic exchange. Mnreover, by
removing a significant portion of the Alliance's theater nuclear
escalatory option, such a posture would exacerbate rather than mollify
European concerns over the prospects of a prolonged conventional
conflict in Europe.

Proponents of the nuclear-emphasis concept seek to improve theater
nuclear forces so that they provide a credible deterrent to and an
effective defense against both conventional and nuclear aggression.
They see little need for flexible ccnventional responses which could
only be addd at great cost. Rather, as one author has suggested, they
would rely on an "inflexible tactical nuclear response-nicaning the
prompt resort to whatever variety and quantity of nuclear weapons are
necessary in order to halt a Warsaw Pact offence ... "32 However, such
a posture requires "a considerable devolution of battlefield use
decislonmaking authority" 3 3 if TNW's are to be employed in a timely
manner. Failure to predelegate release authority would Lnasculate such
a defense concept, leave Europe vulnerable to the threat oi a rapid
Soviet nonnuclear thrust in suppoi t of limited objectives, and intentlfy
the current psychological effect of Soviet convention-,al forces.

On the other hand, as Halperin has noted, a devolution of nuclear
release authority would "increase the probability that nuclear weapons
will be used in Europe in the event of a minor clash without explicit
authority from the President of the United States." 34 Moreover, since
there is no guaranlee that the Soviets might not respond in kind, it risks
nuclear warfare in Europe in response to clashes which may be
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favorably resolved at the nonnuckar level. Hence, such a concept would
pesint the sp.er of nuclear warfare to haunt our European Allies
during every .risis, tend to lobby in favor of a Western European
accommodation with the Soviet Union, and in turn, result in a certain
de facto Soiet control of the foreign policy machinery of Western
European states.

Contrary to what one might infer from Halperin's remark concerning
NATO doctrine, the author contends that there is nothing inherently
wrong with the doctrin,, of flexible response. For political and
economic reasons, howev r, the United States and its NATO Allies have
failel to provade the cony ntional and nuclear forces required to offer a
truly flexite response to l levels of aggression. A force posture which
incorporates many of the features of both the conventional and the
nucle *,-emphasis concepts is necessary if the Alliance military forces
are to provide a deterrent and defense which does not exacerbate the
rsychological effect of Soviet conventional and nuclear forces and,
itence, indirectly contribute to the insidious undermining of the North
Atlantic Alliance. What is required is an effective conventional
deterrent and defense against conventional aggression plus an effective
the iter nuclear deterrent and defense as a counter to nuclear aggression.

IMPROVING THE CONVENTIONAL DEFENSE

The Warsaw Pact enjoys a p -ponderance of armor, artillery, and
tactical aircraft in the critical central region. By maximizing the
elements of surprise and mass, the Pact has been credited with an
ability to apply its overwhelmingly iuperior numbers in order to
advance at rates in excess of 80km per day. 35 NATO's ability to defend
against such a conventional attack can be improved through two
primary courses of action, each of which can be pursued independently
or in conjunction witn the other. First, NATO can improve its forces,
and secondly, it can negotiate a more stable conventional balance.

Continued emphasis on the proliferation of precision-guided and
area munitions coupled with appropriate organization offers .he
prospect of substantially improving NATO's conventional defense
capabilities. NATO's conventional forces could be better organized to
maximize the attrition of Soviet armor. As one analyst has nc ted, zones
of attrition could be established 36 The forward zone would be
assigned to strong covering forces composed of numerous small, highly
mobile antiarmor (A-ARM) units supportod by helicoptr and airmobiie
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A ARM forces. Main defense forces, as heavy in antlarmor capability,
would be assigned attrition zones to the rear of the covering force. The
-itin and covering forces would be tailored to suit the situation ma
terrain.

In addition to regular forces, territorial and reserve units coul?, be
bettei organized to maximize the attrition of Warsaw Pact forces and
support NATO conterattack capabilities, while continuing to assist in
rear area security. The FRG territorial army might be organized so that
in forward aras it would be heavy in antiarmor and relatively light in
facilities rrotection units with almost no logistic support units.
Forward ar ,v-ritorial army A-ARM forces could be armed with
inexpensive, .asy to maintain and operate, lightweight,
easily-trant -. antiarmor weapons. Because of the specialized nature

and ease of training for these units, th.,y could be maintained in a Ulght
cadre status to be fleshed out by reserves within 24 hours. The bulk of

_tle reserves in rear areas could be used as fIeld army replacements or to
fill out field army cadre units to be used for deep defense and
counteraction. In other NATO countries, a sizeabl- portion of reserves
could be tasked as A-ARM forces for immediate mobilization (24
hours) and trawsportation to the battle area.

Looking forward to the tetnology available within the next decade
or so, one can envision a ciecible conventional aefense capability for
NATO. At the first sign of Pact aggression, NATO sir forces would
launch to counter Pact frontal aviation, to suppress Soviet/Warsaw Pact
air defenses, and ir, conjunction with ground, rocket and missile forces,
would scattir mines and sensors along likely approach routes. Sensors,
satellites, and remotely piloted vehicles (RPV's) would locate Pact
forward and main force elements. Allied artillery, missile, and air forces
wou],! launch PGM and area munitions to counter aggression. As Pact
anored forces closed with forward NATO covering elements, ground
:,1obile regular, reserve, and territorial A-ARM units, supported by air
and artillery delivered antiarmor PGM's and area munitions, would
slow, attrite, and channel Pact forces into preselected kill zones.
Backtracking radars and satellites linked to fire control systems could
assist in neutralizing enemy artillery. Air forces, operating under the
direction of Allied ground comt..oded intercept (GCI) radars, coupled
with antiaircraft artillei;, SAM's, and Infantry fired antiaircraft
missiles, would reduce the Soviet/Warsaw Pact aviation threat, while
mines and bomblets would be used to further attrite tank forces 4ad
decimate accompanying infantry. Stripped of large portions of their
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artillery, air force, and infantry support, the reduced numbers of
Soviet/Warsaw Pact armored and mechanized forces could be
successfully engaged by main force elements capable of slowing and/or
halting the attacking force. NATO would then gain the time necessary
to mobilize forces needed to eject Pact troops from Allied te.rritories.

If the Soviets perceive NATO as capable of successfully impeding a
nonnuclear assault in order to pin time to mobilize Its vast remurces,
disperse its forces, and prepare for a possible nclear excbc,,ge, the
Soviet planners would be likely to reconsider action! whicb i-,ght lead
to the dilemm. of having to choose between failure or nuclear warfare.

In conjunction with force improvements, negotiations offer the
prospect of achieving a more stable conve.ional balance. In future
meetings on European security, the acceptance of coufidence-building
measures designed to provide a sufficient, mandatory advanced warning
of troop movements as well as maneuvers, as provided for in the Final
Act of Conference on Security and Cooperation in Evrope (CSCE),
would enhance European confidence that NATO woull be able to
mobilize its forces prior to a Soviet aimor advance acoss Europe.
Moreover, through Mutual Balanced Force Reducticn (MBFR)
negotiations, a better numerical balance and stabil;irn measures
associated with maintaining that balance would rtduce the
psychological effect of the Soviet Union's armored forces. In
negotiating improvements to the conventional balance, however,
caution must be exercised so as not to induce Instability at the theater
nuclear level. Any agreement that reduces NATO's theater nuclear
capability in an attempt to achieve a conventional balance must also
secure limitations on Soviet/Warsaw Pact nuclear forces in order to
inure that theater nuclear forces remairt in balance.

ENHANCING NUCLEAR DETERRENCE

As the posture of NATO's conventional forces must be altered from
one which emphasizes deteirence through escalation to one which
stresses deterrence through denial by countervailing force, so NATO's
theater nuclear forces aust b- structured to provide a credible
deterrence by providing an effective defens; aga nst s theater nuclear
attack, short of requiring an escalation to the strategic level.

Before the advent of strategic parity between th siperpowers, the
prime reason for m'aintaining a US theater nuclear capabiitty !n Europe
was to offset the imbalince of conventional foices. A-owev.:r, in an era
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in which many have come to question the value of strategic forces as a
deterrent to theater nuclear conflict, theater nucha forces are eaential
If NATO h to counter the psychological and potential military effect of
Soviet TNW'u As a minimum, such forces must be capable of deterring
a Soviet first use of TN's and should offer options which reduce an
adveruy's incentive to extend or escalate an ongoing nuclear conflict.
In short, NATO's theater forces should be postured so that Russian
planners are assured that NATO is capable of responding t a first or
Absequent use of nuclear weapons in such a manner that they would

be forced to choose between a negot; id withdrawal or escalation to a
strategic nuclear exchange. Confronted by such forces, Soviet planners
who might miscalculate NATO's capabilty for conventional defense
could not ignore the prospect of a conventional conflict escalating to
the nuclear level.

Despite their enormous destructive potential, however, NATO's
theater nuclear forces are becoming less useful as a deterrent to nuclear
aggression. For a deterrent to be credible the Soviet Union must believe
that NATO is not only capable, but also willing to do what it threatens.
However, NATO's current theater nuclear forces are vulnerable to a
fir strike by ai ever-improving Soviet nuclear capability, are poorly
positioned to provide effective nuclear fires in support of conventional
and nuclear operations on the north German plain, and because of
warhead size and lack of accuracy, are ill-suited for battleficld use
where the disposition of friendly troops and Allied populations require
a minimum of collateral damage.

The Alliance's current theater nuclear posture can be improved in a
nwnber of ways. First, NATO can negotiate a reduction in the number
of TNW's in the NATO guidelines area (NGA)37 and reposition the
reduced weapons in European countries outside of the NGA. Such a
reduction would serve two purposes. It not only would limit the
number of shorter range Soviet weapons available for battlefield use
should the Soviet Union contemplate a limited use of nuclear weapons
but also would ameliorate the psychological effect of the growing
Soviet nuclear forces in Eastern Europe. In order to insure the success
of limited nuclear operations, Soviet planners would be required to use
longer range weapons launched quite probably from the Soviet Union
which might communicate a higher level of conflict escalation than
they might wish. Moreover, such a repositioning of weapons outside of
the NGA would reduce the number of NATO nuclear weapons
vulnerable to attack by shorter range Soviet systems such as nuclem
artillery, FROGs, Scuds, and frontal aviation. 38
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Second, the United State, could deploy highly mobile, medium
range nuclear cruise misilea to Western Europe to be positioned outside
of the ranpe of the ulk of Soviet theater nuclear capabilities. Such
missiles could be tasked with missions currently assigned tactical
aircraft that a. stationed within reach of Soviet shorter-range nuclear
systems and frontal aviation. 'This would release a large portion of
NATO's tActical aircraft for full conixuitment to the conventional battle
while rY.ducing the overall vulnerability of NATO's nuclear forces.

Third, in order to rectify the disparity of nuclear support available
to NORTHAG and CENTAG, the alliance could make provision for the
peacetime deployment of US nuclear units to NORTHAG, enhance
Allied nuclear capabilities in the north, and/or establish two separate,
overwatching nuclear-only commands-one dispersed well to the rear of
NORTHAG and one to the rear of CENTAG.39 The establishment of
such commands "would equalize the current imbalance in nuclear
support between NORTHAG and CENTAG, decrease the vulnerability
of NATO's tactical nuclear assets, and permit SACEUR to move
nuclear-capable forces within the theater as necessary..." 40 Moreover,
such commands would help to eliminate the redundancy in nuclear
weapons which results when the requirements for nuclear fires are
aggregated at lower echelons of command.

Finally, if NATO is to improve its capability to conduct nuclear
operations in support of friendly troops while minimizing collateral
damage, it will be necessary to modernize a significant portion of the
current generation of TNW's to incorporate the latest in
precisicn-guidance, miniaturization, and/or tailored effects technology.
It is recognized that small weapons may not be desired in all cases.
Therefore a number of larger weapons will need to be retained.
However, as Jeffrey Record has noted, "despite the existence of
selectable yields on some warheads, the destructiveness of many US
TNW's surpasses the degree sufficient for discrete use at either the
battlefield or theater level." 41 By employing highly accurate nuclear
weapons of low yield, NATO would not only be able to provide
effective support to troops in contact, but also could minimize the
danger to Allied population centers.

CONCLUSION

With the development of conventional forces capable of deterring
and, if necessary, defending against any level of potential
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Soviet/Warsaw Pact conventional aggression and with theater nuclear
forces relatively invulnerable to a Soviet first itse of nuclear weapons
and capable of conducting a battlefield defense, NATO would possess a
truly flexible response capable of deterring and, If necessary,
responding to the full spectrum of potential Soviet aggression.
Moreover, the United States would be reassured that the "successful"
conclusion to a major conflict in Western Europe need not depend on
the ,,timate resort to a strategic nuclear exchange. Perhaps, more
important, however, through the balanced improvements to both
conventional and nuclear forces noted above, the nations of Western

* Europe would largely be freed from the psychological effects of the
vast military capabilities the Soviet Union maintains in Eastern Europe.
Western Europeans no longer would be hostage to the fear of a
successfu! Soviet conventional thrust across Europe or to concerns that
a conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact would likely result in
the devastation of Europe. Rather, they would be assured that NATO
would be capable of responding successfully to any level of aggresson
and that such a capability seives as a clear deterrent to any potential
aggressor.
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